
WRITE ASSEMBLY CACHE

the goal of write assembly cache is to assemble writes so that they can be transmitted to memory.

A WebApplication requires that you examine the Telerik. Where is the GAC Up until. Note that there are
scenarios where you explicitly do not want to install an assembly into the global assembly cache. As a result,
the runtime contains additional logic to direct a caller to the appropriate copy of the static data or method.
NET assemblies are there, for one. In cases where the code of the third-party assembly is not in the
programmer's possession, transforming the assembly to be strongly named can in fact be impossible. When
installing an assembly, first compare an incoming assembly's bits to the bits of each of the already cached
assemblies and determine if the assembly is already installed if all the bits are the same, they must obviously
do the same thing. UI reference Properties under the References node in the Project tree. In addition, you do
not have to install assemblies into the global assembly cache to make them accessible to COM interop or
unmanaged code. You can also use the gacutil. The process of adding an assembly to the Global Assembly
Cache can be compared to the process of registering COM components in the server, as is done in the case of
Windows DNA applications. For example, to create a strong name for an assembly named sample. By default,
Visual Studio. After compiling the assembly with the statements containing the strong name information being
added to it, you now have to place the assembly into the GAC. What I want to say is that Microsoft do not
recommend using gacutil in production environment. As a general guideline, keep assembly dependencies
private and locate assemblies in the application directory unless sharing an assembly is explicitly required.
The method to retrieve an assembly takes the token and returns an object which encapsulates the cached
assembly's information. Assemblies are installed by dragging and dropping and uninstalled by selecting and
pressing the delete key or using the context menu. NET 4. The common language runtime checks the global
assembly cache for an assembly that matches the assembly request before probing or using the codebase
information in a configuration file. As far a security and strong naming goes, it does not make sense in my
application to do strong name verification, as it would be what Bruce Payette calls "lawn gnome mitigation" a
security countermeasure which an attacker could merely walk around. Every assembly that is added to the
GAC must be strongly named. Pitfalls[ edit ] The Global Assembly Cache mechanism helps to avoid older
DLL hell , but it still has some drawbacks, such as: [4] By default, applications will only run with the version
of the. Technique The Global Assembly Cache in the. Imagine if you had to be concerned about thread-safety
not to mention security not only in your AppDomain but also in any AppDomain that may also load the same
assembly! NET Framework provides a central place for registering assemblies. You might also consider trying
to optimize the base addresses of the DLL's because if they're all using the default, then Windows needs to
rebase 30, times! Note Assemblies placed in the global assembly cache must have the same assembly name
and file name not including the file name extension. What you need to keep in mind is that such a reference
requires the fully qualified assembly name in order to work. It is sometimes necessary to use conditional
compilation if some of the core. DLL used in multiple projects would have to load a separate copy of that
DLL into memory for each appdomain, would they not? More on that â€” later on. Multiple copies of
assemblies with the same name but different version information can be maintained in the global assembly
cache. Each version can therefore exist within the same location and be called without requiring subsequent
versions to preserve code entry point locations as usual. The second step is to associate the generated strong
name file with the assembly. Consider that any static members would be shared across AppDomains if the
assemblies themselves were shared. For example, if an assembly depends on another assembly that is not
strongly named, it cannot be registered in the GAC. Administrators often protect the systemroot directory
using an Access Control List ACL to control write and execute access. File security. NET Framework
installed â€” even when the application would normally run properly with the newer version. Before you ask
about performance - whether there is a performance gain is a question that is really difficult to answer because
JIT compilation also yields great results. Add the following code to your assembly to associate the strong
name. You will see how it is not a local copy of the assembly and that the path points to the GAC: Now,
repeat for the Telerik. Otherwise any organization with a shared. If an attacker decided to poison an assembly,
he would also have access to the location where the strong name would be stored and could easily change it to
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his strong name.


